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This summer, M WOODS becomes a site dedicated to the digital age. The Heart of the Tin Man brings 
together works by twelve artists consciously revealing, investigating, or subverting current Internet or 
technological practices. Drawn predominantly from the M WOODS Collection and the post-internet focus of 
co-founder Michael Xufu Huang, the exhibition includes virtual reality, digital mechanics, and interactive 
works to stimulate our senses of sight, smell, touch, and sound, and to register emotion within a 
contemporary world increasingly governed by algorithms, measurements, and marketing. 
 
Participating artists: aaajiao, Lawrence Abu Hamdan, Ryan Gander, Yngve Holen, Institute for New Feeling, 
Austin Lee, Liu Wa, Sean Raspet, Pamela Rosenkranz, Amalia Ulman, and Gillian Wearing.  
 
The ubiquity of new technologies in daily life serves as a backdrop for the diverse positions presented by the 
exhibition. Ryan Gander’s animatronic eyes engage visitors, a work using motion sensors and which has the 
ability to mechanically produce expressions to reflect nearly every human emotion. Main spaces on the first 
and second floors offer ruminations on internet culture from Amalia Ulman, a performance artist whose work 
exploring gender, identity and storytelling has largely been manifest on social media platforms; aaajiao, an 
artist working at the intersection of computer programming, visualisation and human life; and Gillian Wearing, 
whose video work has been made in collaboration with individuals from across the earth, playing on the 
online habit of sharing and location-posting.  
 
The exhibition extends across the entire museum. Yngve Holen’s sculptural objects comment on the 
proliferation of technologies which control human lifestyle choices. Institute for New Feeling’s virtual reality 
work adopts another position, as it deposits us in a futuristic shopping environment where product 
information is free-flow and senses are overwhelmed. Pamela Rosenkranz’s refrigerator of aspirationally-
branded water bottles filled with murky substances critiques ruthless marketing approaches adopted to 
exploit human insecurities. 
 
Lawrence Abu Hamdan’s installation makes visual the aural frequencies at which lie detectors function. 
Activated by speech, lie detectors have recently been employed by border agencies to indicate a person’s 
origins when determining whether they can claim refugee status. The work creates a cacophonous 
environment of sound and sculpture to draw attention to the way we are assessed on aspects of our 
presentation we may not often consider. Sean Raspet’s new commission also draws on aspects of the 
intangible. A scent inspired and worn by M WOODS co-founder Michael Xufu Huang will be diffused 
throughout the gallery space, a result of the artist working on a molecular level to trigger an olfactory 
response. Following the exhibition, this work will continue to permeate social spaces, artist studios and 
museum and gallery events using Xufu Huang as a primary vehicle. In Austin Lee’s recent paintings one can 
detect the liberating qualities of using an iPad to draw. Combining neurotechnology and installation, Liu Wa 
presents an environment activated by the visitor’s concentration levels.  
 
Through this presentation of recent acquisitions and selected loans, an inquiry is opened as to the place for 
feelings within what we perceive to be technological progress and development. Many of the contributing 
artists work in pursuit of highlighting something visceral, emotional or human in spite of the cold and 
scientific materials that are often claimed by the post-internet aesthetic. The struggle of Dorothy’s human-
machine hybrid, the Tin Man is evoked as he re-emerges as an emblem of our continued search for meaning.    
 



The Heart of the Tin Man is the most recent in a series of collection-based exhibitions at M WOODS. It is 
curated by museum co-founder Michael Xufu Huang, with texts written by Lauren Cornell, Curator and 
Associate Director of Technology Initiatives at New Museum, New York, and Hans-Ulrich Obrist, Artistic 
Director of Serpentine Galleries, London. 
 
About Michael Xufu Huang 
 
Michael Xufu Huang was born in Chongqing in 1994. A love of art, fostered in his teenage years growing up in 
London, inspired Huang to begin collecting and eventually to co-found M WOODS in Beijing, with collectors 
Lin Han and Wanwan Lei. Huang’s major interests lie in supporting young and emerging artists working in 
digital media, and collaborating with partners, curators, and other institutions to realize exhibitions at M 
WOODS. In 2017 he graduates from University of Pennsylvania and in 2016 at the age of 22 he was the 
youngest person ever asked to speak at the China Forum at Harvard University. Huang sits on the Board of 
Trustees at New Museum, New York and was recently included in the Forbes 30 under 30 for his work in the 
arts.  
 

ABOUT M WOODS  

M WOODS is a private art museum in Beijing's 798 Art District, founded in 2014 by collectors Lin Han and 

Wanwan Lei. Open to the public, M WOODS represents a new kind of global arts platform in China, staging 

major exhibitions while building a unique program of artist residencies, public lectures, and art publications.  

In 2015, M WOODS received official not-for-profit status from the Chinese government— an honor that 

reflected the museum’s commitment to making the arts more accessible to the Chinese public.  

FURTHER INFORMATION  

 

For further information about the exhibition and M WOODS please contact Greg Young, greg@mwoods.org  

 

Follow M WOODS on Instagram @m__woods, Facebook @mwoodsmuseum, and Weibo @M_WOODS  

D-06, 798 Art Zone, No. 2 Jiuxianqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100015, China mwoods.org  
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